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We prove the Bochner]Schwartz theorem for the ultradistributions in the
quasi-analytic case. In other words, every positive definite ultradistribution of class
 4  4M is the Fourier transform of a positive M -tempered measure m, that is,p
w  < <.x  .H exp yM « x dm - ` for every « ) 0, where M t is the associated function of
M . To prove this, we show that every positive element u in S X is a positivep M 4p
 4M -tempered measure, and that every positive definite ultradistribution of
 M p.Roumieu type is nothing but a positive definite element in S 9 and hence is theM p
 4Fourier transform of a positive M -tempered measure. Our result includes the
cases for Roumieu type and Beurling type and also both for all the non-quasi-
analytic cases and most of the quasi-analytic cases. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A complex-valued continuous function f is said to be positi¨ e definite if,
for any real points x , . . . , x g R n and complex numbers z , . . . , z g C,1 m 1 m
m
f x y x z z G 0, 1.1 .  . j k j k
j, ks1
w  .xthat is, the matrix f x y x is positive definite for all positivej k 1F j, k F m
integers m.
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The following Bochner theorem characterizes the positive definite con-
tinuous functions.
THEOREM 1.1. If f is a continuous function in R n, then the following
conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .i f is positi¨ e definite.
 .ii f is the Fourier transform of a positi¨ e finite measure m.
 . `iii For any C function w with compact support,
 :f x y y w x w y dx dy s f , w )w* G 0, 1.2 .  .  .  .ÄHH
 .where w* x s w yx . .Ä
For the space of generalized functions which can be represented as a
 .dual space of a test function space, the equivalent definition 1.2 can
be used to define the positive definiteness instead of the original defini-
 .tion 1.1 .
The above Bochner theorem was generalized by Schwartz to the space
w xD9 of distributions and the space S 9 of tempered distributions in 8 ,
hence the name Bochner]Schwartz theorem. The Bochner theorem has
also been generalized by Chung and Kim to the space F 9 of Fourier
w xhyperfunctions in 2 , where F 9 is the strong dual space of the Sato space
F. A further generalization has been obtained by Chung, Chung, and Kim
w xfor the space B of hyperfunctions in 3 , even though the space B is
defined locally as the space of analytic functionals which is the dual space
of analytic functions, but not globally.
 . w x  .THEOREM 1.2 Bochner]Schwartz 8 . E¨ery positi¨ e definite tempered
distribution is the Fourier transform of a positi¨ e tempered measure.
w x  .THEOREM 1.3 2, 3 . E¨ery positi¨ e definite Fourier hyperfunction is the
Fourier transform of a positi¨ e infra-exponentially tempered measure.
 :Recall that a generalized function u is said to be positi¨ e if u, w G 0
 :for every nonnegative test function w and positi¨ e definite if u, w )w* GÄ
0 for any test function w. Also, a positive measure m is said to be tempered
 < < 2 .ypif H 1 q x dm - ` for some p G 0, and infra-exponentially tempered
if, for every « ) 0, Hey« < x < dm - `.
To prove Theorem 1.3 for hyperfunctions, the authors apply the heat
kernel method, which characterizes generalized functions as the initial
values of smooth solutions of the heat equation with suitable growth
conditions, and define the global concept of positive definiteness in terms
of the above smooth solution of the heat equation.
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Also, a Bochner]Schwartz theorem for the ultradistributions of Beurl-
w xing]Bjorck type was proved by Weingartner and Constantinescu 9 . TheyÈ È
followed closely the proof of Bochner]Schwartz theorem for distributions
w xgiven in Gelfand and Vilenkin 4 .
In this paper, we prove the analog of the Bochner]Schwartz theorem for
ultradistributions of Roumieu type and Beurling type which lie between
distributions and hyperfunctions. We mainly deal with non-quasi-analytic
ultradistributions, but our result also covers most of the standard quasi-
analytic ultradistributions. Since the quasi-analytic class does not have
w xcutoff functions, the method in 4, 8 does not work here. Thus, to prove
w xour result, we apply mainly the heat kernel method as in 7 since we
cannot follow the above noted method.
In Section 2, we give the definition of ultradistributions of Roumieu type
and Beurling type. We also introduce the generalized Gelfand]Shilov
spaces S Np and their variants S Np , S , and S , and also theirM M . M 4 M .p p p p
duals. In Section 3, we represent the generalized functions in the above
spaces as the initial values of smooth solutions satisfying a suitable growth
condition of the heat equation. In Section 4, we prove the Bochner]
Schwartz theorems for the Gelfand]Shilov spaces of generalized type S
and the space of ultradistributions of Roumieu type, which are the main
results of this paper. In order to do this, we have to characterize positive
X  Np.elements in S and S 9. Also, in a similar manner, we can obtainM 4 Mp p
parallel results for the space of ultradistributions of Beurling type.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let M , p s 0, 1, 2, . . . , be a sequence of positive numbers. We con-p
sider the following conditions on M .p
 .M.0 For any A ) 0, there exists a constant C ) 0 such that
p!F CA pM 2 , p s 0, 1, 2, . . . .p
 . 2M.1 M F M M , p s 1, 2, . . . .p py1 pq1
 .M.2 There are positive constants C and H such that
M F CH pqqM M , p , q s 0, 1, 2, . . . .pqq p q
 .C There exists a positive integer k such that
2mk p
lim inf ) k , /mpª` p
where m s M rM , p s 1, 2, . . . .p p py1
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For each sequence M of positive numbers, we define its associatedp
 .  .function M t on 0, ` by
t pM0
M t s sup log . .
Mp p
 . sRemark. The sequence M s p! , s G 1, satisfies the conditionsp
 .  .  .  .aM.1 , M.2 , and C . For m s p log p , a ) 0, the sequence M sp p
 .m . . . m also satisfies C . Thus the defining sequence for this standard2 p
 .  .quasi-analytic class satisfies C . In particular, the condition C implies
 . 2M.0 and is equivalent to the condition that N s M satisfies the strongp p
 . w xnon-quasi-analyticity condition M.3 in Komatsu 6 .
Hereafter, we always assume that both sequences M and N satisfy thep p
 .  .  .conditions M.0 , M.1 , and M.2 throughout this paper.
< <We use the multi-index notations such that a s a q a q ??? qa ,1 2 n
­ a s ­ a1­ a2 . . . ­ an with ­ s ­r­ x for every multi-index a s1 2 n j j
 . na , a , . . . , a g N , where N is the set of nonnegative integers.1 2 n 0 0
 .DEFINITION 2.1. We denote by S resp. S the space of allM 4 M .p p
infinitely differentiable functions w on R n satisfying the following: For any
n multi-index a g N , there exists a constant a ) 0 such that resp. for any0
.a ) 0
a < <sup ­ w x exp M a x - `. .  .
nxgR
X  X . We denote by S resp. S the strong dual space of S resp.M 4 M . M 4p p p
.  4   . .S and call its elements M -tempered resp. M -tempered distribu-M .p
tions.
Np  Np .The space S resp. S consists of all infinitely differentiableM M .p p
functions w on R n satisfying the following: There exist positive constants
 .a, B, and C resp. for any a ) 0, there exist positive constants B and C
such that
a < a << < < <sup ­ w x exp M a x F CB N , a s 0, 1, 2, . . . .  . < a <
nxgR
 Np.   Np . . Npand we denote by S 9 resp. S 9 the strong dual of the space SM M . Mp p p
 Np .resp. S .M .p
Note that S Np is just the same as the generalized Gelfand]Shilov spaceM pw x w xin 4 , but S and S are slightly different from S in 4 . In fact,M 4 M . Mp p p
` n a < <S s w g C N 'a ) 0, ;a g N , sup ­ w x exp M a x - ` , .  . 5M 0p nxgR
` n a < <S s w g C N ;a g N , 'a ) 0, sup ­ w x exp M a x - ` , .  . 5M 4 0p nxgR
` n a < <S s w g C N ;a ) 0, ;a g N , sup ­ w x exp M a x - ` . .  . 5M . 0p nxgR
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 .Remark. If f x is a continuous function such that for every « ) 0
 . <  . <  < <.resp. for some « ) 0 and for some C ) 0, f x F C exp M « x , x g
n n a  .  4 R , then for every multi-index a g N , ­ f x is an M -tempered resp.0
 . . X  X .M -tempered distribution in S resp. S .M 4 M .p p
We finally give a standard definition of the ultradistributions of Roumieu
type and Beurling type.
DEFINITION 2.2. Let V be an open subset of R n. We denote by
 .   ..E V resp. E V the space of all infinitely differentiable functionsM 4 M .p p
w satisfying the following condition: For every compact subset K of V,
there exist constants h ) 0 and C ) 0 resp. for every h ) 0, there exists a
.constant C ) 0 depending on w and K such that
a < a < < <sup ­ w x F Ch M , a s 0, 1, 2, . . . . . < a <
xgK
X  .  X  ..We denote by E V resp. E V the strong dual of the spaceM 4 M .p p
 .   ..E V resp. E V and call its elements ultradistributions of RoumieuM 4 M .p p
 .type resp. of Beurling type with compact support in V, even though V is
 .   ..not open. We denote by D V resp. D V the space of allM 4 M .p p
 .   .. X  .w g E V resp. E V with compact support and denote by D VM 4 M . M 4p p p
 X  ..  .   ..resp. D V the strong dual of the space D V resp. D VM . M 4 M .p p p
and call its elements ultradistributions of Roumieu type resp. of Beurling
.type .
3. REPRESENTATION OF GELFAND]SHILOV SPACES
 .We denote by E x, t the n-dimensional heat kernel:
ynr2 2< <4p t exp y x r4 t , t ) 0 .  .E x , t s .  0, t F 0.
 .   ..Note that U x, t s u E x y ?, t is well-defined for any analytic func-
 4tional and M -tempered distributions, and is called a defining function
of u.
The purpose of this section is to give a characterization of generalized
functions u on the generalized Gelfand]Shilov spaces as initial values of
smooth solutions with suitable estimates of the heat equation by consider-
ing the following initial value problem:
­r­ t y D U x , t s 0, x g R n , 0 - t - T , .  .
lim U ?, t s u. .
qtª0
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This heat kernel method will be very important to prove the main
theorem in the next section.
w xPROPOSITION 3.1 7 . There are positi¨ e constants C and a such that
2a < a <q1 ynq < a <.r2 1r2 < <­ E x , t F C t a ! exp ya x r4 t , .  .x
x g R n , t ) 0, 3.1 .
where a can be taken as close as desired to 1 and 0 - a - 1.
LEMMA 3.2. For e¨ery w g S , letM 4p
w x s E x y y , t w y dy , t ) 0. .  .  .Ht
nR
Then w g S for each t ) 0 and w ª w in S as t ª 0q.t M 4 t M 4p p
 .  . .Proof. We can see easily that w x s E)w x, t g S for eacht M 4p
t ) 0. For the convergence, let w g S . Then we obtain from the meanM 4p
value theorem that, for each d ) 0 and a ) 0,
a
a < <sup ­ w x y w x exp M x .  . .t  /n 2xgR
< < < <F C d exp M ad q E y , t y exp M a y dy , .  .  .H 5
< <y )d
which implies the required result.
 4 XHence, we represent each M -tempered distribution u g S as theM 4p
initial value of a smooth solution satisfying the growth condition of the
heat equation.
X  .   ..THEOREM 3.3. Let u g S and T ) 0. Then U x, t s u E x y ?, tM 4p nq1  . n 4is an infinitely differentiable function in R s x, t N x g R , t ) 0 satis-q
fying the following conditions:
 .  .  . nq1i ­ y D U x, t s 0 in R .t q
 .ii There exists a constant N ) 0 such that, for e¨ery « ) 0, there
exists a constant C ) 0 satisfying
yN n< <U x , t F Ct exp M « x , x g R , 0 - t - T , 3.2 .  .  .
 .where M t is the associated function of M .p
 .  . Xqiii lim U ?, t s u in S , that is,t ª 0 M 4p
u w s lim U x , t w x dx , w g S . .  .  .H M 4pq ntª0 R
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`  . nq1Con¨ersely, e¨ery C function U x, t defined in R satisfying conditionsq
 .  .  .   ..i and ii can be expressed of the form U x, t s u E x y ?, t with a
unique element u g S X .M 4p
X  .   ..Proof. Let u g S and U x, t s u E x y ?, t be the defining func-M 4p
 .tion of u. Then U x, t is well-defined and entire analytic for each t ) 0,
 .  .and also satisfies i . We obtain from Eq. 3.1 that, for every « ) 0, there
 . nexist positive constants C, N, and C N such that, for each x g R ,
0 - t - T ,
U x , t .
a < <F C sup ­ E x y y , t exp M « y r2 .  . y
nygR < <a FN
2ynqN .r2 < a <q1 1r2 < < < <F Ct C a ! sup exp M « y r2 y x y y r8t .
nygR< <a FN
y nqN .r2 < <F C N t exp M « x , .  .
 .which implies ii .
 .Now, to prove the last part iii , let w g S . Then we have, for eachM 4p
t ) 0,
U x , t w x dx s u E x y ?, t w x dx .  .  .  .H H /
by taking the limit of the Riemann sum of the first integral. Then Lem-
ma 3.2 proves the last part.
 . ` nq1.On the other hand, to prove the converse, let U x, t g C R satisfyq
 .  .  .conditions i and ii . For a positive integer m, we define f t s
my 1  .  .  .t H t r m y 1 !, where H t is the Heaviside function. Multiplying f
with a suitable C` function with compact support, we have
md
¨ t s d q w t , 3.3 .  .  . /dt
 .  .  .  . ` .where ¨ t s f t for t F Tr4, ¨ t s 0 for t G Tr2, and w t g C Rc
w xwith supp w ; Tr4, Tr2 .
w x  .Take m s N q 2, where N is the constant given in Eq. 3.2 and
consider the following function
`
nÄU x , t s U x , t q s ¨ s ds, x g R , 0 - t - Tr2. .  .  .H
0
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Ä ` n .  .Then U x, t is a C function in R = 0, Tr2 and satisfies that, for every
« ) 0,
nÄ < < wU x , t F C exp M « x in R = 0, Tr2 . .  . .
Ä n . w .This implies that U x, t can be continuously extended to R = 0, Tr2 .
Moreover, we have
Ä n­r­ t y D U x , t s 0 in R = 0, Tr2 . 3.4 .  .  .  .
 .  .Therefore, it follows from Eqs. 3.3 and 3.4 that
`m ÄyD U x , t s U x , t q U x , t q s w s ds. .  .  .  .  .H
0
 . `  .  .  . `If we put H x, t s yH U x, t q s w s ds, then H x, t is also a C0
n  .solution of the heat equation in R = 0, Tr2 which is continuously
n w .extended to R = 0, Tr2 . Also, for every « ) 0, we have
n< < wH x , t F C exp M « x in R = 0, Tr2 . .  . .
m Ä .  .  .  .  .Furthermore, the functions g x s y1 U x, 0 and h x s H x, 0 are
continuous on R n and, for every « ) 0,
< < < <g x F C exp M « x , h x F C exp M « x . 3.5 .  .  .  .  .
m  .  .  .Putting u s D g x q h x , it follows from Eq. 3.5 and the second
X  .Remark in Section 2 that u belongs to S , and we have U x, t sM 4p
 . .u) E x, t . Therefore, u satisfies the required properties. Since the
Xuniqueness of such u g S is clear, this completes the proof.M 4p
Np  . . NpLEMMA 3.4. For e¨ery w g S , w s w ) E x, t g S for each t ) 0M t Mp p
and w ª w in S Np as t ª 0q.t M p
Since this lemma is obtained by using similar arguments as in the proof
of Lemma 3.2, we omit the proof.
w x  .LEMMA 3.5 1 . If N satisfies C , then there exists an ultradifferentialp
 .  .koperator P drdt s  a drdt satisfying the following:k k
 .i For any L ) 0, there exists a constant C ) 0 satisfying
< < k 2a F CL rN , k s 0, 1, 2, . . . .k k
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 .ii For e¨ery « , L ) 0, there exist a constant C ) 0 and functionsL
` .¨ , w g C R such thatc
w x w xsupp ¨ ; 0, « , supp w ; «r2, « ,
¨ t F C exp yN Lrt , t ) 0, .  .L
P drdt ¨ t s d q w t , .  .  .
2 .where N t is the associated function of N rp!.p
 Np.The following theorem is the parallel result of Theorem 3.3 for S 9.M p
Of course, the proof is obtained by similar assertions as in the proof of
 .Theorem 3.3, substituting an ultradifferential operator P yD obtained in
 .mLemma 3.5 for yD .
 .  Np.THEOREM 3.6. Suppose that N satisfies C . Let u g S 9 and T ) 0.p M p
 .   .. nq1Then U x, t s u E x y ?, t is an infinitely differentiable function in Rq
satisfying the following:
 .  .  . nq1i ­r­ t y D U x, t s 0 in R .q
 .  .ii For e¨ery « ) 0, there exists a constant C s C « ) 0 such that
n< <U x , t F C exp M « x q N «rt in R = 0, T , 3.6 .  .  .  .  .
2 .  .where M t and N t are the associated functions of M and N rp!,p p
respecti¨ ely.
 .  .  Np.qiii lim U ?, t s u in S 9.t ª 0 M p
`  . nq1  .Con¨ersely, e¨ery C function U x, t defined in R satisfying i andq
 .  .   ..ii can be expressed of the form U x, t s u E x y ?, t with a unique
 Np.element u g S 9.M p
We now represent each ultradistribution u of Roumieu type and Beurl-
ing type as the initial value of a smooth solution satisfying the growth
condition of the heat equation.
 .THEOREM 3.7. Suppose that M satisfies C . Let T ) 0 and u gp
X  n.  X  n..  4` X  .D R resp. D R ; that is, let u s u such that u g E VM 4 M . j js1 j M 4 jp p p
 X  ..resp. E V and u s u in V l V , 1 F j, k - `, where V areM . j j k j k jp
bounded open sets with R n s D` V . Then there exists an infinitely differen-js1 j
 .tiable function U x, t satisfying the following:
 .  .  . nq1i ­r­ t y D U x, t s 0 in R .q
 . nii For e¨ery compact set K of R and for e¨ery « ) 0, there exists a
 .constant C ) 0 resp. there exist positi¨ e constants, « , C such that
U x , t F C exp M «rt , x g K , 0 - t - T , .  .
2 .where M t is the associated function of M rp!.p
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 .  .  . q  .iii U ?, t y U ?, t i 0 as t ª 0 in V , j s 1, 2, . . . , where U ?, tj j j
is the defining function of u and i means the weak uniform con¨ergencej
in V .j
`  .  .  .Con¨ersely, e¨ery C function U x, t satisfying i and ii defines a
X  n.  X  n..  . qunique u g D R resp. D R such that U ?, t ª u as t ª 0 inM 4 M .p p
 .the sense of iii .
Proof. We will prove only in the case of DX . Due to a localiza-M 4pw xtion theorem in 6 , it is sufficient to consider the special case where V sj
 n < < < 4  4`x g R x - j . Let u be the given series of ultradistributions ofj js1
Roumieu type on V such that u s u in V , j s 2, 3, . . . . Then wej j jq1 jy1
can easily see that the functions
U x , t s u E x y ?, t s E x y y , t u y dy , j s 2, 3, . . . .  .  .  . . Hj j j
 .  .  .satisfy i and ii . In fact, we obtain from Eq. 3.1 that, for every « ) 0
and t ) 0,
a­ E x y y , t .y
U x , t F C sup .j < a <h M < a <ygV j
nagN0
1r2< <a2 2a ! C rh t .
F C9 sup F C9 exp M «rt .2
n MagN < a <0
 .  .  .for suitable h ) 0. Also there is a sequence V x, t , satisfying i and ii ,j
X  .with initial value in E ­ V , V ' 0 and alsoM 4 j 1p
2yj2 y dist x , V _ V .jq1 jy1yj< <U y U q V y V F 2 exp .jq1 j j jq1 4 t
 w x .See 7 for the details . Then it follows that the limit
`
U x , t s lim U y V s U y V q U y U q V y V .  . . j j j j kq1 k k kq1
jª` ksj
nq1  .exists in R , and we can easily see that the above U x, t is the desiredq
 .  .function satisfying i and ii . Furthermore, we have
u w s lim U x , t w x dx , w g D . .  .  .H M 4pqtª0
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 .  .  .To prove the converse, let U x, t be a function satisfying i and ii and
V be bounded open sets of R n such that D` V s R n. From Lem-j js1 j
 .ma 3.5, we can find a sequence of ultradifferential operators P drdt andj
 .  . ` .functions ¨ t , w t g C R such that, for every L ) 0, there exists aj j c
constant C ) 0 such thatL
w x w xsupp ¨ ; 0, Tr2 , supp w ; Tr4, Tr2 ,j j
¨ t F C exp yM Lrt , t ) 0, .  .j L
P drdt ¨ t s d q w t . .  .  .j j j
Then for each j s 1, 2, . . . , the function
`
nÄU x , t s U x , t q s ¨ s ds, x , t g R = 0, Tr2 .  .  .  .  .Hj j
0
Äw .  .is bounded and continuous in V = 0, Tr2 . Since U x, t satisfies thej j
heat equation, we have, for 0 - t - Tr2,
Ä ÄP yD U x , t s P y­ U x , t .  .  .  .j j j t j
`
s U x , t q U x , t q s w s ds. .  .  .H j
0
`Ä .  .  .  .  .  .Writing g x s U x, 0 g C V and h x s yH U x, s w s ds gj j j j 0 j
` n.C R for each j s 1, 2, . . . , we can obtain an ultradistribution u gj
X  .D V , defined byM 4 jp
< <u s P yD g x q h x . .  .  .V Vj j j jj j
 .  .  .Let U x, t s H E x y y, t u y dy, j s 1, 2, . . . . Then it follows thatj j
 .  .  .  .  .U x, t satisfies i and ii , and U x, t y U x, t converges uniformly to 0j j
qon each compact subset of V as t ª 0 . This completes the proof.j
4. BOCHNER]SCHWARTZ THEOREM FOR
ULTRADISTRIBUTIONS AND
GELFAND]SHILOV SPACES
We are now in a position to state and prove the main theorems in this
paper, that is, the Bochner]Schwartz theorems for the Gelfand]Shilov
space of generalized type S and the space of ultradistributions.
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As in the case of hyperfunctions, the space of quasi-analytic ultradistri-
butions can be defined as a dual space of the test function space only
locally, but not globally. Hence we have to define the global concept of
positi¨ eness and positi¨ e definiteness in terms of defining function especially
for most of the quasi-analytic cases as follows.
w xDEFINITION 4.1 3 . A generalized function u is positi¨ e if the defining
 .function U ?, t of u is a positive function and positi¨ e definite if the
 .defining function U ?, t of u is a positive definite function.
 4   .DEFINITION 4.2. A positive measure m is M -tempered resp. M -tem-
.  . w  < <.x  .pered if, for every « ) 0 resp. for some « ) 0 , H exp yM « x dm x
- `.
 4 XTHEOREM 4.3. E¨ery positi¨ e M -tempered distribution u in S isM 4p
 4  4a positi¨ e and M -tempered measure m. Con¨ersely, any positi¨ e and M -
 4 Xtempered measure m defines a positi¨ e M -tempered distribution u in SM 4p
 .  .  .in the sense that u w s Hw x dm x , w g S .M 4p
Proof. Let u g S X be positive. Since S X ; D9, u must be a posi-M 4 M 4p p
tive measure m with
u w s w x dm x , w g C` . 4.1 .  .  .  .H c
 .In order that Eq. 4.1 be meaningful for every function w g S ,M 4p
 4  .m should be M -tempered. To prove this, let c x be a nonnega-
`  . < <tive C function with compact support such that c x s 1 for x
`  .F 1. Then consider a sequence w g C , defined by w x s« , m c « , m
 .  . w  < <.xc xrm E x, 1rm )exp yM « x , « ) 0, m s 1, 2, . . . .
 .  .It is clear that w x G 0 and w x converges pointwise to« , m « , m
w  < <.xexp yM « x as m ª ` and also, by the continuity of u on S ,M 4p
 .u w is bounded above by a positive constant which is independent« , m
of m. Therefore, by Fatou's lemma, we have for every « ) 0 that
w  < <.x  .H exp yM « x dm F lim u w - `, which completes the proof.mª` « , m
 Mp.THEOREM 4.4. E¨ery positi¨ e generalized function u in S 9 is anM p
 4  4M -tempered measure. Con¨ersely, any positi¨ e M -tempered measure m
 M p.defines a positi¨ e generalized function u in S 9.M p
Proof. By Theorem 4.3, it suffices to show that each positive element in
 Mp. X  M p.S 9 belongs to S . To prove this, let u g S 9 be positive. ThenM M 4 Mp p p
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we have, for 0 - t - c - T ,
ynr2 2< <0 F U x , t s u , 4p t exp y x y y r4 t .  .  . /y
nr2c
F u , E x y y , c . . .y /t
 . nSince c is arbitrary, from Eq. 3.6 we obtain, for every « ) 0 and x g R ,
0 - t - T ,
yn r2 yn r2 < <U x , t F C T t U x , T F C9 T t exp M « x . .  .  .  .  .
Then, by Theorem 3.3, u belongs to S X . Since the converse is obvious,M 4p
the proof is completed.
 M p.THEOREM 4.5. E¨ery positi¨ e definite u g S 9 is the Fourier trans-M p
 4form of a positi¨ e and M -tempered measure m. Con¨ersely, the Fourier
 4transform of any positi¨ e and M -tempered measure defines a positi¨ e definite
 M p.generalized function u in S 9 in the sense thatM p
u w s w j dm j , w g S Mp . .  .  .ÃH M p
Proof. Since S M p is self-dual with respect to the Fourier transforma-M p
 . M ption, the validity of the inequality u, w )w G 0 for all w g S isÄ M p
M p .equivalent to the condition that u, cc G 0 for all c g S . Also we noteÃ M p
that
u , E x y ?, t . .Ã
ynr2 2 2< < < <s 4p t u , exp y x y y r8t exp y x y y r8t . Ã  .  . /y
G 0.
 M p.Therefore, if u g S 9 is positive definite, then the defining function ofM p
u is positive, and then Theorem 4.4 implies that u is a positive andÃ Ã
 4M -tempered measure m, which proves the first part. Since the converse
is clear, this completes the proof.
Hence, combining the above results, we can state the Bochner]Schwartz
type theorem for ultradistributions of Roumieu type, which is the main
result in this paper.
 .THEOREM 4.6. Suppose that M satisfies C . Then the following condi-p
tions are equi¨ alent:
 .i u is a positi¨ e definite ultradistribution of Roumieu type.
 .  M p.ii u is a positi¨ e definite generalized function in S 9.M p
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 .  4iii u is the Fourier transform of a positi¨ e and M -tempered mea-
sure m.
 .  .  M p.iv The defining function U ?, t of u g S 9 is a positi¨ e definiteM p
function for each t ) 0.
 .Proof. Note that if f x is a positive definite continuous function, then
 . <  . <  .f 0 G 0 and f x F f 0 . By Theorem 4.5, Definition 4.1, and the charac-
 .  .terizations in Section 3, it suffices to show that i implies ii . Let
X  n.u g D R be positive definite. Then we obtain from Theorem 3.7, withM 4p
 4K s 0 ,
< <U x , t F U 0, t F C exp M «rt F C exp M « x q M «rt .  .  .  .  .« «
n  M p.for every x g R , 0 - t - T. That is, u g S 9 by Theorem 3.6 and soM p
 .  .i implies ii , which completes the proof.
Remark. Recall the generalized Gelfand]Shilov spaces S andM .pNp  M p .S , and their duals. We can obtain parallel results for S 9 to theM . M .p p
 M p.above theorems for S 9 by using similar arguments as follows.M p
The following are equivalent:
 .  .i u is a positive M -tempered distribution.
 .  M p .ii u is a positive generalized function in S 9.M .p
 .  .iii u is a positive and M -tempered measure m.
 .  .  M p .iv The defining function U ?, t of u g S 9 is a positive func-M .p
tion for each t ) 0.
 .If M satisfies C , then the following are equivalent:p
 .i u is a positive definite ultradistribution of Beurling type.
 .  M p .ii u is a positive definite generalized function in S 9.M .p
 .  .iii u is the Fourier transform of a positive and M -tempered
measure m.
 .  .  Mp .iv The defining function U ?, t of u g S 9 is a positive defi-M .p
nite function for each t ) 0.
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